
Writing Activity

Activity 4. Have you got it yet?

Exercise 1
Put the words in the correct order.

Ex:
already   the Louvre museum   I   visited   have   in Paris

I have already visited the Louvre museum in Paris.

1.
landed   yet   Their   has   plane   not   

Their plane has not landed yet.

2.
just   eaten   Matt   for the first time   Vietnamese food    has

Matt has just eaten Vietnamese food for the first time.

3.
have   My wife and I   talked   with    already   a travel agent

My wife and I have already talked with a travel agent.

4.
bought   just   I   a souvenir   for my brother   have

I have just bought a souvenir for my brother.

5.
you    yet   to the Eiffel Tower   been   Have   ?

Have you been to the Eiffel Tower yet?

6.
met   have   a lot of   in Tokyo    already   interesting people    I

I have already met a lot of interesting people in Tokyo.

7.
to Amsterdam   has   The train   left   already

The train to Amsterdam has already left.

8.
a lot of   You    tried    Indian food   yet    haven’t

You haven’t tried a lot of Indian food yet.

9.
seen   the most beautiful    We   have   building    just

We have just seen the most beautiful building.



Writing Activity

Exercise 2
Read the context information and write one sentence. Use the verb in brackets in the present 
perfect tense and the words just, yet, or already.

Ex:
Michael is here now. He came in two minutes ago. (arrive)

Michael has just arrived.

1.
The bus usually leaves at 5:00, but it’s 5:10 and we’re still here. (leave)

The bus hasn’t left yet.

2.
Ana came home 5 minutes ago. She is watching TV. (turn on)

Ana has just turned on the TV.

3.
Bryan is asking Samantha to the dance, but Kyle asked her first. (invite)

Bryan has already invited Samantha to the dance.

4.
I am late for the plane. I can’t get on board now. (leave)

The plane has already left.

5.
Alex is talking to Eric. They didn’t know each other before. (meet)

They have just met.

6.
The movie is 2 hours long. We are still in the cinema. (finish)

The movie hasn’t finished yet.

7.
I want some Swiss chocolate now, but Jenny ate the whole box. (eat)

Jenny has already eaten the box of Swiss chocolate.

8.
There’s good news. I don’t know if John knows the good news. (hear)

Has John heard the good news yet?

9.
Allison is not hungry. The dishes are still dirty. (eat lunch)

Allison has just eaten lunch.




